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Abstract: We propose a new paradigm for the secure operation of wireless sensor
networks. The network model assumed in this paper consists of tiny, energy-
constrained, commodity sensors massively deployed alongside with one or
more sink nodes that provide the interface to the outside world. The sensors in
the network are initially anonymous and unaware of their location. Our main
contribution is a scalable and energy-efficient solution where security is based
upon using parameterized frequency hopping and cryptographic keys in a
unified framework to provide differential security services for wireless sensor
networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in nano-technology made it technologically feasible
and economically viable to develop low-power, battery-operated devices that
integrate general-purpose computing with multiple sensing and wireless
communications capabilities [5,12,15,18]. It is expected that these small
devices, referred to as sensors, will be mass-produced making production
costs negligible. Individual sensors have a non-renewable power supply and,
once deployed, must work unattended. For most applications, we envision a
massive random deployment of sensors, numbering in the thousands or tens
of thousands. Aggregating sensors into sophisticated computation and
communication infrastructures, called wireless sensor networks (WSN), will
have a significant impact on a wide array of applications including military,
scientific, industrial, health, and domestic [1,8].
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A WSN is only as good as the information it produces. In this respect,
perhaps the most important concern is information security since WSNs will
constitute a mission critical component requiring commensurate security
protection [1,3,4,10,16]. Recently, the problem of securing ad-hoc networks
has received a great deal of well-deserved attention in the literature
[7,9,11,17,19]. However, since WSNs are significantly different in their
characteristics from ad-hoc networks, security solutions designed
specifically for the former do not apply to the latter [14]. Quite recently, a
number of solutions for securing WSNs have been proposed in the literature
[5,10,13,15,16]. Somewhat surprisingly, none of these solutions addresses
the problem of jamming. Furthermore, all assume sensors with unique
identities.

We take a novel look at the problem of securing WSNs and show that
by a suitable enhancement, the classic frequency hopping strategy provides a
lightweight and robust mechanism for securing WSNs. A significant
advantage of our solution is that it is readily applicable to networks having
anonymous nodes that are unaware of location. Also, our solution supports a
differential security service that can be dynamically configured to
accommodate changing application and network state.

2. THE SYSTEM MODEL

We assume a class of WSNs consisting of a sink and a large number
of individual sensors randomly deployed within the transmission range of
the sink. The sensors operate subject to five fundamental constraints. First,
sensors are anonymous, that is, they do not have either fabrication-time or
run-time identities. Second, each sensor has a modest non-renewable power
budget. Third, the sensors are in sleep mode most of the time, waking up at
random points in time for short intervals under the control of a watchdog
timer. Fourth, upon deployment the nodes must work unattended as human
intervention is both impractical and undesirable. Fifth, the sensors have a
modest transmission range, perhaps a few meters with the ability to send and
receive a wide range of frequencies. The range constraint implies that
outbound messages sent by a sensor can reach only the sensors in its
proximity, typically a small fraction of the sensors in the entire network. As
a consequence, the WSN must be multi-hop and only a limited number of
the sensors count the sink among their one-hop neighbors. For reasons of
scalability, it is assumed that no sensor knows the topology of the network.
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The WSN interfaces to the cutside world through a sink. The sink has a
full range of computational capabilities, can send long-range directional
broadcasts to all sensors on a wide range of frequencies, can receive
messages from nearby sensors, and has a steady power supply. The sink
may or may not be collocated with the WSN, may be stationary or may be
mobile (e.g. a LEO satellite, an airplane, or helicopter over-flying the
deployment area). In this paper we assume a sink collocated with the WSN.
We realize that such a sink is a single point of failure. This can be mitigated
by having the role of the sink performed by a collection of devices.

2.1. Acquiring location awareness

We refer to training as the task of endowing individual sensors with
coarse-grain location awareness in the area of deployment. Training has to
be contrasted with localization whose stated goal is to provide sensors with
accurate location information [1]. The goal of training is to establish clusters
and to organize the WSN for node-to-sink multi-hop communications. For
simplicity, we assume that the sink is centrally placed, although this is not
necessary. Training imposes a coordinate system onto the WSN in such a
way that each sensor belongs to exactly one sector. Referring to Figure 1, the
coordinate system divides the WSN into equiangular wedges. In turn, these
wedges are divided into sectors by means of coronas centered at the sink and
whose radii are determined to optimize the transmission efficiency of
sensors-to-sink transmission [14]. It is very important to note that sectors are
implementing, at no additional cost, the concept of clustering. Indeed, the
nodes in the same sector have the same coordinates (i.e. the same corona and
the same wedge) uniquely defining the cluster to which they belong. This
clustering mechanism is consistent with the anonymity of sensors and is
extremely light-weight. Each node knows the identity of the cluster to which
it belongs but has no information about the other nodes in the same cluster.

Figure 1: A trained WSN Figure 2: Illustrating multi-hop routing
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The intuition for establishing coronas and wedges is simple and will be
summarized below. As shown in Figure 1, at the end of training each sensor
has acquired two coordinates: the identity of the corona in which it lies, as
well as the identity of the wedge to which it belongs. The locus of all the
sensors that have the same coordinates is a cluster. For the details of the
training process we refer to [14].

2.2. Routing in a trained WSN

Recall that WSN communications are multi-hop from node to sink. Thus,
in order for the sensing information to be conveyed to the sink node routing
is necessary. Our cluster structure allows a very simple routing scheme in
that the information is routed within one wedge along a virtual path joining
the outermost sector to the sink one sector per hop, as illustrated in Figure 2.

3. NETWORK SECURITY FUNDAMENTALS

In this section we define the parameters supported by our proposed
solution to securing WSNs. We begin our discussion of these parameters by
briefly reviewing some fundamentals of network security. We then go on to
describe the principles underlying our application of these fundamentals.
Encryption and preventing access to the physical layer are two basic
techniques for securing computer nodes connected via a network.

3.1. Encryption

It is both intuitively clear and confirmed by recent work that due to the
modest energy budget and limited on-board storage capabilities at the
individual sensors, public-key cryptography is not an option for securing
WSNs. Indeed, increasing the ratio of the total number of bits transmtted to
the effective data bits (a result of encryption) increases the total number of
bits transmitted and, thus, the energy consumed. Key management is also a
problem for use of encryption in WSNs. How are keys generated and
disseminated? How can keys be changed in a reasonable time? Humans are
not available at each sensor, distribution and modification of keys are
difficult, and the sensor (and thus, embedded keys) is physically at risk.
Perrig et al [10] describe techniques for reducing the resource requirements.
While their reduction techniques are creative and substantial, they still
consume nearly 50% of memory, computation, and transmission resources
available in their target mote.
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3.2. Preventing access to the physical layer

Frequency hopping can provide this service to wireless sensor networks.
Given that techniques are known to discover a hopping sequence by
monitoring transmissions, security can only be provided if the design
modifies the hopping sequence in less time than is required to discover the
sequence. Parameters in the specification of frequency hopping determine
the time required to discover the sequence:

Hopping Set: The set of frequencies available for hopping,
Dwell Time: The time interval per hop, and
Hopping Pattern: The sequence in which frequencies are visited.

A dynamic combination of these parameters can improve security at little
expense of memory, computation and power. As frequency hopping requires
events to happen simultaneously for both senders and receivers, all must
maintain a synchronized clock.

3.3 Resistance to physical tampering

Along with other workers [2,4], we assume that the form factor and low
cost of individual sensors makes for minimal tamper resistance and
protection. Indeed, rudimentary tamper protection can be obtained by
blanking out memory if the sensor is pried open. However, the protection
offered by this solution is far for adequate. One of our contributions is to
propose a lightweight solution to the tampering problem that does not rely
on sophisticated hardware.

3.4 Guiding principles of holistic security in WSN

We view this paper as an initial contribution towards developing a
holistic solution for securing sensor networks. Our solution provides
security not only for the various individual layers of the system but also for
the entire system in an integrated fashion. We now propose a set of four
guiding principles for addressing the problem of securing WSNs. A solution
in the context of these principles supports a differential security service that
can te dynamically configured to cope with changing network state, for
example, a detected state change in security risks or energy content in the
network. Reconfiguration of dynamic security service can potentially
minimize the energy cost of security over the network lifetime.

The four guiding principles for securing WSNs are:
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i. Security of a network is determined by the security over all layers.
For example, provisioning confidentiality, two-party authentication,
and data freshness typically addresses security of the link layer. We
note that securing the link layer confers the layers above some
security; however, it does not address security problems in the
physical layer below, most notably jamming. In general, an insecure
physical layer renders the entire network insecure, even if the layers
above are secure. This is especially true in the WSN environment
since basic wireless communication is inherently not secure.

ii. In a massively distributed network, security measures should be
amenable to dynamic reconfiguration and decentralized
management. Given the basic characteristics of WSNs, a security
solution must work without prior knowledge of the network
configuration after deployment. Also, the security solution should
work with minimal or no involvement of a central node to
communicate globally (or regionally) shared information.

iii. In a given network, at any given time, the cost incurred due to the
security measures should not exceed the cost assessed due to the
security risks at that time. The WSN experiences risks of different
magnitudes at different times, especially in view of the long-lived
nature of the network. In principle, security services should adapt to
changes in assessed security risk. This suggests that a cost model for
both security provisioning and risk be an integral part of the security
model.

iv. If the physical security of nodes in a network is not guaranteed, the
security measures must be resilient to physical tampering with
nodes in the field of operation. For example, a WSN deployed in a
battlefield should exhibit graceful degradation if some sensors are
captured.

3.5. Related work

Recently, the problem of securing ad-hoc networks has received a great
deal of well-deserved attention in fee literature [7,9,11,17,19]. However,
since WSN are different in their characteristics from ad-hoc networks
security solutions designed specifically for the former do not apply to the
latter. Quite recently, a number of solutions for securing WSNs have been
proposed in the literature [5,10,13,15,16]. We now examine some of these
solutions from the viewpoint of the guiding principles proposed above. Due
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to stringent page limitations, only a brief overview will be offered here. For
the full details, we refer the reader to the journal version of this work.

4. OUR SOLUTION

We propose a sdution for securing WSNs that adheres as closely as
possible to the guiding principles stated earlier. The proposed solution uses
parameterized frequency hopping and cryptographic keys in a unified
framework to provide differential secirity services for the network.
Parameters are used to define a configuration space for the security service.
In general, different configurations of the security service are characterized
by the energy cost assessed and the amount of security afforded.

It is to be noted that frequency hopping in radio communications is not a
new idea and has been explored before [4,6]. Conventional frequency
hopping mechanisms have been used as a means of implementing frequency
diversity and interference averaging in a non-hostile context. Typically
these mechanisms offered little cryptographic value.

4.1. The basic problems

In the context of our proposed solution, secure communications between
a given sender and receiver, can be defined in terms of three basic problems,
as described below.

4.1.1. How do we endow sensors with resistance to tampering?

The most obvious tamper resistance strategies are hardware -based and
involve special hardware circuits within the sensor to protect sensitive data,
special coatings or tamper seals [2]. However, hardware solutions to the
tampering problems require extra circuitry that increases the cost and
hardware complexity of sensors. Worse yet, the additional hardware is very
likely to consume valuable energy, already in short supply. Also special
coatings and seals may offer protection against some but, certainly, not all
tampering attempts. Indeed, it is assumed that a sufficiently capable
adversary can extract confidential information, thus compromising the
sensor node. Thus, not surprisingly, tamper resistance or tamper protection is
not found in present-day sensors [2,4]. Since WSNs must function
unattended, the potential for tamper attacks is significant.

It is worth noting that while pre-deployment tamper detection may be
worthwhile, post-deployment tamper detection is of little use in WSN since,
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in the vast majority of applications, inspecting individual sensors is not an
option. Our solution to endow individual sensors with tamper resistance
does not rely on additional or more sophistic ated hardware.

In order to set the stage for discussing our solution, we note that the
tampering threat model assumes that the adversary is (1) either trying to
force open an individual sensor node or (2) is physically removing sensors
from the deployment area. We guard against the first threat by blanking out
the memory. We guard against the second threat by relying on local data that
the sensor can collect, thus establishing a signature of its neighborhood. To
be more specific, immediately after deployment each sensor transmits,
during its wake time, on a specified sets of frequencies, using a frequency
hopping sequence established prior to deployment. This allows individual
sensors to collect an array of signal strengths from the sensors in their locab.
It is important to recall that sensors do not have identities and that,
consequently, the array of signal strengths is the only data available to the
sensor node. This array, establishes, in the obvious way, a signature of the
neighborhood of the node. For this reason the array will be referred to as the
node's signature array (SA, for short). If the node is subject to removal from
the area of deployment, it will notice that the radio signals it is receiving (if
any) do not correspond with those in its SA. Once this condition is detected,
the sensor blanks out memory thus thwarting the tampering attempt. Note
also that tampering attempts that involve the removal of several sensors at
the same time do not work either. This is because some node in the set cf
removed nodes is guaranteed to notice changes in its SA and can alert the
others.

4.1.2. How does a sensor authenticate a sensor in its neighborhood?

Node authentication problem is one of the key problems in securing
wireless networks. Our solution to node authentication relies on the signature
array discussed above. Specifically, neighboring nodes exchange SA
information that creating a matrix of signatures. When a node wishes to
communicate with a neighbor, it establishes a trusted connection by
identifying itself with its own SA. Upon receiving the SA the target node
only needs verify that the corresponding signature is valid. The scheme can
be made even more secure by storing several previous instance of the matrix
of SAs. With this, the authentication dialogue can ask, for example, for the
"second to last SA".
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4.1.3. How do anonymous sendeis and receiveis establish a trusted
communication path?

In our solution communication uses a frequency hopping mechanism, as
we explain shortly. The cryptographic measure we employ is a
randomization process defined on the frequency hopping mechanism and
driven by a secret shared by the path from sender to receiver. Within our
paradigm, we propose a solution to the trust establishment problem that
scales in the number of nodes, and addresses security of an entire path, as
opposed to hop or link security.

4.1.4. How do a sender and a receiver synchronize?

For communication to occur, both the sender and receiver must be in
sync. We propose a lightweight synchronization solutbn scalable in the
number of nodes that enables a sender and a receiver sharing a common
secret to synchronize.

4.1.5. How do a synchronized sender and receiver communicate
securely?

We propose an integrated cryptographic key and parameterized
frequency-hopping security solution that is scalable in the number of nodes.
In Subsection 4.2 we leverage frequency hopping to provide significant
security for wireless sensor networks. In Subsection 4.3 we extend our
solution to further enhance this security for WSN that has been trained as
described in Section 2.

4.2. Parameterized frequency hopping

We assume that the sender and the receiver are mutually trusting, and are
synchronized. Our solution works as follows. We assume that time is ruled
into epochs. For a given sender, s, and receiver, r, at time epoch, t, s
transmits (and r receives) following a hopping pattern across a set of
frequencies, called the hopping set for t. We assume that, for each epoch, the
hopping set is drawn from a designated frequency space (band) that provides
the set of all possible frequencies that can be used, e.g. ISM band.

The key idea is that the shared secret between s, and r, is used to drive a
randomization of the frequency-hopping process. Specifically, the shared
secret enables the epoch length, the hopping pattern, and the size and
membership of the hopping set for each epoch to be changed according to
random number sequences. Let both s, and r be in sync at epoch tt. Seeded
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by the shared secret, a random number generation scheme is used, in both s
and r to generate the successive epoch lengths, hopping sets, and hopping
patterns, for the epochs ti9ti+l9ti+29.... To an observer, however, successive
epoch lengths, hopping sets, and hopping patterns appear as the product of
an unknown random process. It should be noted that our solution makes it
feasible to graft an encryption scheme on top of the frequency-hoping
scheme described above.

In our solution, the cost incurred by the network is a function of the
configuration of the security parameters; each of the epoch length, frequency
set, and frequency pattern can be dynamically configured. This gives rise to
a differential security service that potentially incurs differential cost. On one
hand, a constant epoch length, hopping pattern, and hopping set correspond
to minimal security and minimal cost incurred. However, randomized epoch
length, hopping pattern, and hopping set correspond to maximum security
provided and cost incurred.

Synchronization is an important concern in any frequency-hopping
scheme. In our solution we propose a scalable and lightweight
synchronization scheme, to enable arbitrary pairs of sender and receiver
nodes that can exchange messages directly to synchronize. This scheme is
detailed next.

4.3. How do a sender and receiver synchronize?

The main goal of this subsection is to spell out the details of a scalable
synchronization protocol that underlies our new security paradigm for
wireless sensor networks. Our protocol achieves synchronization in a
probabilistic sense. The natural way for nodes to synchronize is by following
the master clock running at the sink node. Thus, the sink node here is the
sender, and the node that wants to synchronize is the receiver.

We assume that the sink dwells T flaicro-seconds on each frequency in
the hopping sequence. It is clear that determining the epoch and the position
of the sink in the hopping sequence corresponding to the epoch is sufficient
for synchronization.

For the purpose of showing how synchronization is effected, assume that
timeris ruled into epochs th t2, ..., tn. For every /, (1 < / < n), we let I, stand
for — ; thus, epoch \ involves a hopping sequence of length /,. Further,
with! Spoch tj (1 < / < «),we associate a set of nt frequencies and a
corresponding hopping sequence ^ , A2 ,...,A7.. We can think of the epoch /,
(1 < i< «),as being partitioned into /, slots S p ^ ,...,£, such that in slot
j9 (1 < j < lf)? the sink is visiting frequency A .
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We assume that, just prior to deployment, the sensors are synchronized.
However, due to natural clock drift re-synchronization is necessary. Our
synchronization protocol is predicated on the assumption that clock drift is
bounded, as we are about to explain. Specifically, assume that whenever a
sensor node wakes up during its /oca/time epoch tt the master clock is in one
of the time epochs fa, tif or ti+1. The sensor node knows the last frequencies
A7. >\.->\. on which the sink will dwell in the time epochs fa, tit and ti+1.
Its' strategy ,'therefore, is to tune in, cyclically, to these frequencies, spending
— time units on each of them. It is clear that, eventually, the sensor node
meets the sink node on one of theses frequencies. Assume, without loss of
generality, that the node meets the sink on frequency A/+1 in some
(unknown) slot s of one of the epochs fa, tit or ti+1. To verify the
synchronization, the node will attempt to meet the sink in slots s+1, s+2 and
s+3 according to its own frequency hopping for epoch ti+1. If a match is
found, the node declares itself synchronized. Otherwise, the node will return
to scanning frequencies A7 , A7 , A7 as discussed above.

We note that even if the sensor node declares itself synchronized with the
sink, there is a slight chance that, in fact, it is not. The fact that the node has
not synchronized will be discovered fast and the node will attempt to
synchronize again. There are ways in which we can make the above
synchronization protocol deterministic. For example, the hopping sequence
can be designed in such a way that the last frequency in each epoch is unique
and it is not used elsewhere in the epoch. However, this entails less
flexibility in the design of the hopping sequence and constitutes, in fact, an
instance of a differential security service where the level of security is
tailored to suit the application or the power budget available.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a new solution to the problem of securing WSNs.
Specifically, we showed that a suitable enhancement to the classic frequency
hopping strategy would provide a lightweight and scalable mechanism fer
securing WSNs. Our solution supports a differential security service that can
be dynamically configured to accommodate changing application and
network system state. We view this paper, in part, as an initial contribution
towards developing a holistic solution for securing WSNs. Research is
underway towards a solution that provides security not only for the various
individual layers of the system but also for the entire system in an integrated
fashion.
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